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Introducing Aurajet


Our most advanced,

most invigorating

shower ever.




Experience Aurajet
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Aio tapware


Expertly crafted from lead free Eco
Brass® delivering enhanced
corrosion resistance and improved water
quality.




See our Aio tapware
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The first shower experience uniquely tailored by you.












TŪROA




















A WELL BALANCED 

WIDE SPRAY - PRACTICAL 

FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
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WAIPORI




















A FULL BODY IMMERSIVE

SPRAY FOR THE ULTIMATE IN

DAILY INDULGENCE
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A STUNNING FAN

OF LUXURIOUSLY

DENSE DROPLETS
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Showering




All Showering Products






Expertly crafted technology, combined with enduring style.






Our Range











Tapware
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Showering




	Rail Showers
	Wall Showers
	Overhead Showers
	Shower Systems
	Shower Handsets
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	Shower Taps
	Accessories











Learn more








Expertly crafted technology, combined with enduring style.
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Tapware




	Sink Mixers
	Sink Sets
	Sink Taps
	Bath Mixers
	Bath Sets
	Bath Taps


	Basin Mixers
	Basin Sets
	Basin Taps
	Spouts
	Accessories
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Experience Water



From award-winning showers to stylish taps, we offer a range of exceptional water experiences that
share one vision - the desire to create a treat for the senses.






Learn more
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Tūroa



Classically contemporary. Crafted from high-grade, 304 machined stainless steel to create a
modern aesthetic, Tūroa is the perfect complement to the latest bathroom designs.




View collection









Aio



It's unmistakable. From its distinctive, contemporary look to the ground-breaking Aurajet
technology, the Aio experience is unlike any other.




View collection









Maku MK2



Elegance, engineered. Designed as a natural evolution of the classic minimalist style, Maku
succeeds in having tight, balanced proportions. The intersection of cylindrical shapes and
planes delivers an understated elegance.




View collection









Waipori



Slimline, compact and distinctive. The Waipori collection takes traditional forms and subtly
alters them with a contemporary twist. Attractive, slimline and compact, Waipori has an elegance
that will complement any design theme and comes in a choice of finishes.




View collection









Kiri



Make a statement. With its clean lines and strong, dynamic forms, Kiri's architectural style
makes its presence known in any setting. Bold, confident and contemporary, there's no mistaking
Kiri's distinctive design.




View collection
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Award winning technologies




Learn more













Making magic with water since 1886


Our love of water began in 1886, the day George Methven commenced production of brass and iron
hardware in New Zealand. It's a passion that has inspired generations of Methven engineers and
designers in a quest to create the ultimate experience of water.





Learn more



When you experience Methven you truly experience water.
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Making magic with water since 1886




Our love of water began in 1886, the day George Methven commenced production of brass and iron
hardware in New Zealand. It's a passion that has inspired generations of Methven engineers and
designers in a quest to create the ultimate experience of water.
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Award winning technologies




When innovative design meets precision engineering, magic happens.









Learn more








When you experience Methven you truly experience water.













Experience Control with Methven VJet®



Using a smooth slider control you can adjust the spray seamlessly, from firm and
invigorating to a gentle enveloping warmth, or anywhere in between.





Learn more
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A shower experience to suit your ever-changing needs.
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Introducing the New Aio Sink Mixer



Available in matte black and chrome the Methven Aio Sink Mixer's sleek design is the perfect
addition to any kitchen.





Learn more








Available in Matte Black and Chrome
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The Maku Collection



Explore the Maku collection with NEW Maku MK2 showers, with its distinctively compact Satinjet
spray. Maku delivers an extraordinary experience in every shower.





Learn more
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A sensation for both Mind and Body
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Experience Water



At Methven, our love of water began in 1886. Ever since, we've devoted ourselves to harnessing
its transformative properties, creating experiences that can soothe and stimulate, comfort and
awaken, relax and revitalise.





Learn more













Tūroa Metallic PVD Finishes



The Tūroa collection is made with 304 grade machined stainless steel, which is low in lead. The
Collection is as durable as it is beautiful, so much so the collection has won an array of
prestigious design awards.





Learn more
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Available in Brushed Gun Metal Black, Graphite, Gold and Stainless Steel
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Find a stockist nationwide




Find a Stockist
















Download our latest brochures




Our Brochures
















View our Range of Spare Parts




View Range
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Methven is a subsidiary of GWA Group Limited.
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Methven is a subsidiary of GWA Group Limited.

































